Show's YFEP Representative please fill out the following section:

Club Name ___________________________ Show Location ___________________________ Date __________

Short Talk or Breed Pres? ___________________________ Judge Name ___________________________ Ring __________

Entry Number __________ Exhibitor Name ___________________________________________________ Age _____ Division __________

Judge please fill out the following section:

1. Was the entry available for judging at the scheduled time? Yes ________ No ________

2. Were the claws properly clipped, ears and eyes clean? Yes ________ No ________

3. Was the cat in good condition? Yes ________ No ________

4. Was the cat properly groomed? Yes ________ No ________

5. Did the exhibitor conduct themselves in a professional manner? Yes ________ No ________

Concerning any questions you asked of the exhibitor, were you satisfied with their response?

Yes ________ No ________

If the exhibitor gave a presentation, were you satisfied with the presentation?

Yes ________ No ________

Any further comments or feedback for the exhibitor would be welcome.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

(Signature of Judge) ___________________________ (Date) ___________________________